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Introduction Using this circuit, find out whether a 
given transistor is good or bad before soldering it. 
You can also identify npn and pnp types easily. 
The tester gives LED indication of the pin-outs as 
well as the working conditions of the transistors. 
The circuit employs the properties of the gates of 
low-power IC 4093. It is a NAND IC with four 
gates that can be designed in various ways. Here 
the first gate (N1) is designed as a simple oscillator 
with resistor R1 and capacitor C2. The remaining 
gates are used as inverters and buffers. The output 
of gate N1 (pin 3) is fed to gate N2 (pin 4), which, 
in turn, is used to drive the green half of bicolour 
LED1. 
 
The cathode of green LED1 gives the collector 
current for the transistor under test (TUT). The 
base of the TUT gets biasing voltage from the 
output of gate N2 to invert the signal. The emitter 
of the TUT is connected to the outputs of gate N3 
and N4. 
 
If the TUT inserted in the socket is npn type, the 
current flows from output pin 4 of gate N4 through 
bicolour LED1 and its green half glows. This is due 
to conduction of the TUT. If the transistor is pnp 
type, the current flow is reversed and the red half of 
bicolour LED1 glows. This happens due to the high 
state of outputs at pins 10 and 11 of gates N3 and 
N4, respectively.  This is because output pin 4 of 
N2 is at low level. The status of bicolour LED1 for 




TRANSISTOR   TESTER 
 
The  transistor tester consists of two LED’S for 
displaying the condition of transistor. Both NPN 






A transistor is a semiconductor device used to 
amplify or  switch electronic signals and electrical 
power.It is composed of semiconductor material 





The BASE - which is the lead responsible for 
activating the transistor.The COLLECTOR - which 
is the positive lead. 
The EMITTER - which is the negative lead. 
 
BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTOR 
 
An npn transistor comprises two semiconductor 
junctions that share a thin P-doped anode 
region.PNP transistor comprises two 
semiconductor junctions that share a thin N-doped 
cathode region. 
USES  
 A transistor can work either as amplifier or  
a  switch 
  A memory chip contains hundreds of 
millions or even billions of transistor, each 
of which can be switched ON or OFF 
individually. 
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 a Boolean operator which gives the value 
zero if and only if all the operands have a 
value of one, and otherwise has a value of 
one (equivalent to NOT AND). 
  a circuit which produces an output signal 
unless there are            signals on all of its 
inputs. 
 
The Logic NAND Gateis a combination of the 
digital 
 logic AND gate with that of an inverter 
or NOT gate  
connected together in series. 
The NAND (Not – AND) gate  
has an output that is normally at logic level “1” and 
only goes  
“LOW” to logic level “0” when ALL of its inputs 
are at logic 
 level “1”. The Logic NAND Gate is the reverse or  





Components  Required: 
Nand 
Gate,Resistors(10k,470k),Capacitors(100,0.47 
Micro Farad ),Two LED’s(green and red 
colours),9v supply,switch. 
Construction: 





Figure : Transistor tester circuit 
 
Here the first gate (N1) is designed as a simple 
oscillator with resistor R1 and capacitor C2.The 
remaining gates are used as inverters and buffers. 
The LED’s are placed with opposite polarities 
.This arrangement of LED’s works similar to that 
of diode . We can also use diode to check the flow 
of current. 
WORKING: 
The circuit employs  the properties of the gates of 
low-power IC 4093.it is a nand ic with four gates 
that can be designed in various ways.Here the first 
gate(N1) designed as a simple oscillator with 
resistor R1 and capacitor C2.The remaining gates 
are used as inverters and buffers.The output of gate 
N1(pin 3)is fed to gate N2(pin4),which in turn is 
used to drive the green half of the bicolour LED1. 
The cathode of green LED1 gives the collector 
current for the transistor under test(TUT).The base 
of TUT gets biasing voltage from the output of gate 
N2 to invert the signal.The emitter of the TUT is 
connected to the outputs of gate N3 and N4. 
If theTUT inserted in the socket is npn type,the 
current flows from output pin4 of gate N4 through 
bicolour LED1 and its green half glows.This is due 
to the conduction of TUT.If the transistor is of pnp 
type,the current flow is reversed and the red half of 
bicolour LED1 glows.This happens due to the high 
state of output at pins 10 and 11 of gates N3 and 
N4, respectively.This is because output pin4 of N2 
is at low level. 
The status of the LEDs D1 and D2 reveals the 
condition of the transistor under test. If red LED is 
ON, It indicates that the transistor under test is a 
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good NPN. If green LED is ON, it indicates that the 
transistor under test is a good PNP. If both LEDs 
are ON, it indicates that the transistor under test is 
short. If both LEDs are OFF, it indicates that either 
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